
 

 

Assessment Senior Associate at StellarEmploy 

About StellarEmploy 

StellarEmploy gives large enterprises a better way to hire their hourly wage workforce. These represent 60 million or 

40% of U.S. jobs. 3 million are employed by call centers and 1 million by fulfillment warehouses.  

Existing hiring practices rely on guesswork. Resumes don’t offer useful credentials, and interviews are brief in volume 

recruiting. That’s why these jobs churn over 50% annually. 

StellarEmploy delivers an artificially intelligent hiring platform that learns the true indicators of job performance and 

satisfaction. Our algorithm learns from existing successful employees. Rather than blunt keywords, we build a picture 

of someone’s full potential through a 15-minute job preferences survey.  

To make the process smoother, our platform automates repetitive bulky actions. After working with us, recruiters 

increase hiring efficiency by 2.5X and lower turnover by 20% on average. 

Assessment Senior Associate 

This person will lead item development for StellarEmploy’s job survey. Working closely with StellarEmploy’s co-

CEO/Head of Data Science, this person will field test new survey questions, conduct literature reviews, lead our Test 

Advisory Committee, and participate in item-writing.  

Few startups use I/O or neuropsychology to hire hourly jobs and even fewer track performance to improve 

predictability. StellarEmploy’s survey and learning algorithm evaluates job compatibility to reduce turnover and 

increase hiring capacity of high-volume recruiters for jobs in fulfillment, contact center, and other hourly jobs.  

Our survey is appropriate for hourly job seekers and provides useful, relevant information about a candidate’s likely 

success in the job in question. By better predictive performance, we create job opportunities for candidates who 

would otherwise be dismissed.  

This person will be academic and empathetic. They will balance applied and theoretical research with managing a 

team of external consultants who make up the Test Advisory Committee. Key performance indicators will be survey 

validity and survey completion rates.  

Examples of responsibilities: 

● Run analyses pertaining to assessment performance. 

● Identify and implement opportunities for semi-experimental research using existing company data.  

● Conduct qualitative interviews to field test new items.  

● Design new items solo and in conjunction with the Test Advisory Committee. 

● Maintain an up-to-date map of relevant academic literature (I/O, neuropsychology, social work) for item 

development and to help the StellarEmploy team build an accessible technology for our users.  

 

Relevant experience and skills: 

● BA/BS required, MA/MS preferred in a relevant field (psychology, social work, communications). 

● Clear, professional and friendly communication style. 

● Commitment to high-quality work, demonstrating attention to detail while being comfortable with ambiguity. 

● Strong personal organization methods and ability to prioritize.  

● Excited to think creatively in a startup environment; accepts a changing scope of work typical of startups.  

 

What it’s like to work with us: 

● We set ambitious goals. We are passionate about our product and love listening to our users.  

● We are proactive problem solvers. We drive our own work and deliver quality results. 

● We are data-centric in dissecting problems and collaborative in developing solutions. 

● We gladly extend trust to each other and strive for an enriching work-life balance. 

  

We offer competitive pay and welcome job-seekers of all backgrounds to apply.  

To apply, email your resume and a brief introduction with the subject “Assessment Associate” to 

jobs@stellaremploy.com. 


